As WGA members in scripted film and television, we stand in solidarity with our colleagues at Vox Media - including Curbed, Eater, Polygon, Recode, SB Nation, The Goods, The Verge, Vox.com, and Vox Studios - as they bargain their first union contract.

Film, television, and other parts of the media and entertainment industries have long been unionized because creative workers fought for a seat at the table to negotiate fair wages, good benefits, and just working conditions. Particularly as Vox Media expands further into television and film production, we call on the company to agree to a union contract that lives up to its status as a leader in this industry.

Nick Adrian The Savages, Man on a Ledge, Best Man Holiday
Suzanne Allain Mr. Malcom’s List
Ericon Aronson Mortdecai, On the Line
Benjamin August Remember
Kemp Baldwin Don’t Walk
Kia Barbee Evolve the Series
Tanya Barfield Ray Donovan, The Americans, Mrs. America
Kristen Bartlett Full Frontal with Samantha Bee, Saturday Night Live
Susan Batten Showing Roots
Henry Bean The OA, The Believer
Dan Beers Premature
Christopher Belair The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
Stephen Belber Law & Order: Special Victims Unit, Tape, The Laramie Project, Match
Monica Lee Bellais Tri
Jim Benton Dear Dumb Diary
Andrew Bergman The Freshman
Brooke Berman Uggs for Gaza
Flora Birnbaum Russian Doll, Angelyne
Harry Bissinger NYPD Blue, author of Friday Night Lights
Steve Bodow The Daily Show with Trevor Noah
Sage Boggs The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
Sebastian Boneta Speed Kills, Replicas
Joel Booster The Other Two, Big Mouth, Birthright
Molly Boylan Sesame Street
Kyle Bradstreet Mr. Robot, Berlin Station, Copper
Jonathan Braylock Projecting
David Brendel Greetings from Tim Buckley, The Ballad of Ramblin Jack, Escapes
David Broitman Don't Shoot the Pharmacist!
Adam Brooks Definitely Maybe, Imosters, Mozart in the Jungle
Scott Brown Sharp Objects, Castle Rock, Utopia
Michael Brumm The Colbert Report, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert, At Home with Amy Sedaris
Taheem Bryan Equal Standard, Slam: Let the Boyz B Boyz
Eric Bryant Mr. Robot, Escape at Dannemora, Ray Donovan
Peter Bull Whistleblower, James Cameron's Story of Sci Fi
Austim Bunn Kill Your Darlings
Sarah Burns The Central Park Five
Megan Callahan Saturday Night Live
Antonio Campos The Devil All the Time
Kathryn Cannon Blockers, Pitch Perfect 1, 2 & 3, 30 Rock
Hallie Cantor Inside Amy Schumer, Arrested Development
Justin Cappa The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon, The Nightly Show with Larry Wilmore
Kimberly Carameli Inside Amy Schumer
Damon Cardasis Saturday Church, Maggie's Plan, Arthur Miller: Writer
Denise Carey-Costa Nightmist
Emma Carmichael Wyatt Cenac's Problem Areas
Aaron Carter The Red Line
Tim Carvell Last Week Tonight with John Oliver
Neil Casey Saturday Night Live, Inside Amy Schumer, Making It, The President Show
Jean-Christophe Castelli Billy Flynn's Long Halftime Walk
Pamela Cederquist MindHunter
Laura Censabella Women Breaking Rules, Another World, As The World Turns
Dan Chamberlain The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
Crystine Chambers Iron Fist
Matthew Chapman The Ledge, Runaway Jury
Nate Charny The Late Show with Stephen Colbert
Karen Chee Late Night with Seth Meyers
Steve Chikerotis Chicago Fire
Saurin Choksi After After Party
Andrea Cinnavei Mayans MC, The Path, American Odyssey
John Ciapciak Blue Bloods
Susan Cinoman The Goldbergs
River Clegg The Opposition with Jordan Klepper
Benjamin Cohen Jesus' Deadbeat Dad
Larry Cohen Berlin Station
Robert Cohen Law & Order: Special Victims Unit
Brandon Cole The Street, Illuminata, Pete Smalls is Dead
Geri Cole Sesame Street
Bill Collage Assassin's Creed, Divergent: Allegiant, Exodus
Matthew Collins NOVA, American Experience, Ghost Fleet
Jessica Conrad Saturday Night Live, Future Man, Angie Tribeca
Robert Cook Sphinx, Coma
Trae Crowder *Communin’ with the Void*
Carolyn Culliton *Days of Our Lives, One Life to Live, As the World Turns*
Laura Cunningham *James Beard Food Awards*
Luke Cunningham *The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon*
Serena da Conceicão *The Line*
Seth Daniels *Home Cooked News*
Sheena Datt *Brockmire*
Carlos Davis *Category Five*
Kevin Deiboldt *Copper, The Walking Dead, Kevin (Probably) Saves the World*
Stephani DeLuca *The Deuce*
Elaine Del Valle *Reasons Y I’m Single*
Sonia Denis *Strangers, After After Party*
Mike DiCenzo *The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon, Late Night with Seth Meyers*
Katherine Dieckmann *Strange Weather, Motherhood, Diggers*
Matthew Dixon *Hotel Doctor*
Bryan Donaldson *Late Night with Seth Meyers*
Ayanna Dookie *50 Central*
Bathsheba Doran *Boardwalk Empire, Smash, Looking Tower*
Joseph Dorman *Moynihan, Colliding Dreams, Sholem Aleichem: Laughing in Darkness*
Nicole Drespel *Wet Hot American Summer: Ten Years Later, The Chris Gethard Show*
Anna Drezen *Saturday Night Live*
Mike Drucker *The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon, Full Frontal with Samantha Bee*
Chris Duffy *Wyatt Cenac’s Problem Areas*
Adrian Dukes *The Quad*
Ariel Dumas *The Colbert Report, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert*
Cirocco Dunlap *Russian Doll, Big Mouth, Man Seeking Woman*
James Eagen *DC’s Legends of Tomorrow, Ash vs. Evil Dead, Saturday Night Live*
Eric Eason *A Better Life, Manito*
Nicole Eastman *The Ugly Truth*
Grace Edwards *Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt, Insecure*
Elizabeth Egloff *The Reagans*
Trey Ellis *The Tuskegee Airmen, Totally Biased with W. Kamau Bell*
Brant Englestein *Borgia, Kevin (Probably) Saves the World, Agent Carter*
Mathan Erhardt *Full Frontal with Samantha Bee*
Kate Erickson *The Passage, Mr. Robot, Fear The Walking Dead*
John Esposito *The Walking Dead*
Janice Esser *The Young and the Restless*
Annie Evans *Sesame Street, Pinkalicious*
Brian Faas *Best Week Ever*
Joshua Fardon *100 Days, Shattered Bits, Tenant*
Brendan Feeney *Law & Order: Special Victims Unit*
Halley Feiffer *Kidding, Mozart in the Jungle*
Matthew Fennell *Billions*
Michelle Ferrari *American Experience*
Christine Ferraro *Sesame Street*
Joshua Ferris *The Fragments*
Lang Fisher *30 Rock, The Mindy Project, Brooklyn 99*
Jacob Fleisher *Looney Toons, Best Worst Weekend Ever, Welcome to the Wayne*
Ido Fluk *The Ticket, The Abandoned, The Amazing Charleroux*
Tom Fontana *Homicide*
Kaitlin Fontana *Full Frontal with Samantha Bee*
Stefan Forbes *Boogie Man: The Lee Atwater Story, Diddy Runs the City, Anne B. Real*
Andrew Ford *Adam Ruins Everything*
Zev Frank *Patriot*
Scott Frank *Logan, Out of Sight, Minority Report, The Lookout*
RJ Fried *Our Cartoon President, Triumph’s Election Specials, Late Show with David Letterman*
Jena Friedman *Late Show with David Letterman, The Conners, The Daily Show*
Lewis Friedman *Basketball, The Comedian, Kennedy Center Honors*
Lauren Gautier *Blue Bloods*
Salvatore Gentile *Late Night with Seth Meyers*
Terry George *Hotel Rwanda, The Promise, In the Name of the Father*
Leo Geter *The Closer, Major Crimes, Longmire*
Chris Gethard *The Chris Gethard Show*
Thomas Gianas *Saturday Night Live, Pretend Time, Drunk History*
Melissa James Gibson *House of Cards, The Americans*
Jamey Giddens *Ambitions, The Rich and the Ruthless*
Dan Gilroy *Nightcrawler, Roman J. Israel, Esq.*
Gina Gionfriddo *Law & Order, The Alienist*
Jonathan Glaser *Jon Glaser Loves Gear, Late Night with Conan O’Brien, Inside Amy Schumer*
Gary Glassman *NOVA*
Daniel Goldfarb *The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel*
Matt Goldich *Late Night with Seth Meyers*
Bryan Goluboff *The Basketball Diaries, In Treatment, Mr. Mercedes*
Joshua Gondelman *Last Week Tonight with John Oliver*
Joe Gonzalez *Bosch, Law & Order*
Graham Gordy *Rectify, Quarry, True Detective*
Michelle Gossman *Saturday Night Live, A.P. Bio*
Heywood Gould *Cocktail, Ft. Apache the Bronx, Rolling Thunder*
Ed Gray *In Defense of Food*
John Gray *Ghost Whisperer, White Irish Drinkers*
George Dawes Green *The Caveman’s Valentine*
Gregory Greenberg *Dennis Miller Live, The Chris Rock Show, Game Over*
Gabe Gronli *The Late Show with Stephen Colbert*
Lev Grossman *The Magicians*
Peter Grosz  The President Show, Late Night with Seth Meyers, The Colbert Report
David Grubin  The Buddha, LBJ, Tesla
Jonathan Grupper  Scene of the Crime with Tony Harris, American Genius, Bad Blood
Tian Jun Gu  House of Cards, Interrogation
David Guggenheim  Safe House, Christmas Chronicles, Designated Survivor
Lauren Gurganous  Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt
Dina Gusovsky  Late Night with Seth Meyers
Dan Guterman  Rick and Morty, Colbert Report, At Home with Amy Sedaris
Peter Gwinn  Alpha House
Geoff Haggerty  Last Week Tonight with John Oliver
Paul Haggis  Quantum of Solace, Crash, Million Dollar Baby
Hallie Haglund  Wyatt Cenac’s Problem Areas, The Daily Show
Kate Hall  The Young and the Restless
Hadiji Hand  Step Up: High Water
David Handelman  West Wing, Nashville, The Newsroom
James Hart  Hook, Contact, The Hot Zone
Michael Hartney  Throwing Shade
Jack Helmuth  The Nightly Show with Larry Wilmore, Who Wants To Be A Millionaire
Adrianna Hernandez-Stewart  AFL-CIO: Common Sense Economics
Zach Herrman  Sons of Liberty
Ashley Michel Hoban  Happy!
Karl Hollandt  Finding Escobar’s Millions, Weediquette, Dual Survival
Sarah Holt  Addiction, The Origami Revolution, Can Alzheimer’s Be Stopped
AM Homes  Mr. Mercedes, Falling, The L Word
Allison Hord  Late Night with Seth Meyers
Jeff Howard  Oculus, Gerald’s Game, Haunting of Hill House
Michael Hughes  She Hate Me, Talk to Me, Hallelujah
CJ Hunt  Black and White, The Rundown with Robin Thede, The Daily Show
Janet Iacobuzio  Another World, All My Children, General Hospital
Piero Iberti  The Sinner
Dean Imperial  Hammerhead, Imposters, San Pedro
Nicholas Ingalls  Who Wants To Be a Millionaire
Ray James  The Daily Show, Saturday Night Live, Family Guy
Cord Jefferson  The Good Place, Master of None
David Jenkins  People of Earth
Tamara Jenkins  Private Life, The Savages, Juliet Naked
Tom Jennings  Frontline
Caytha Jentis  And Then Came Love, The One, Bad Parents
Sue Johnson  All My Children
Berkley Johnson  New Girl, Late Night with Conan O’Brien
Dru Johnston *The Chris Gethard Show*
Wes Jones *Billions*
Mitra Jouhari *High Maintenance, Big Mouth, Miracle Workers*
Will Julian *That’s My Bus!*
Miles Kahn *Full Frontal with Samantha Bee*
Elliott Kalan *The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, Mystery Science Theater 3000: The Return, The Who Was Show*
Jay Katsir *The Late Show with Stephen Colbert*
Steven Katz *Shadow of the Vampire*
Noah Kaufman *Best Week Ever*
Thomas Kelly *The Purge*
Tom Kemnitz Jr. *Action Lines, Diminishing Returns*
Shawn Kennedy *Child Support*
Dwayne Kennedy *Totally Biased with W. Kamau Bell, Arsenio Hall Show*
Lodge Kerrigan *The Girlfriend Experience*
Daniel Kibblesmith *The Late Show with Stephen Colbert*
Susan Kim *Welcome to the Wayne, Mystery Files of Shelby Woo*
Jason Kim *Girls, Love*
Sidney King *Pearl Diver, Skyfire*
David King *The Good Place, Love, Parks and Recreation*
Michael Kirk *Frontline*
Matt Kirsch *Disjointed, Late Show with David Letterman*
Matthew Klam *Quantico*
Laurence Klavan *Superboy*
Adam Kline *Artemis Fowl, Escape from Hat*
Matt Klinman *Problematic with Moshe Kasher, Adult Swim Infomercials*
John Knefel *The President Show, Dirty Money*
Penelope Koechl *As the World Turns, Guiding Light*
Lawrence Konner *The Sopranos, Mona Lisa Smile*
Howard Korder *Boardwalk Empire*
Frank Koughan *Frontline*
Christopher Kyle *Serena*
Neil LaBute *Nurse Betty, Billy & Billie, Van Helsing*
Richard Lagravanese *Freedom Writers, Behind the Candelabra, The Fisher King*
Scotty Landes *Ma, Workaholics*
Michael Laskasky *Don’t Walk*
Bryan Lasseter *Who Wants To Be a Millionaire*
Victor La Valle *Devil in Silver*
Avery Lee *Bobby & Iza*
Dan LeFranc *The Affair, The Romanoffs, Little America*
Alison Leiby *Marvelous Mrs. Maisel, The President Show, The Opposition with Jordan Klepper*
Warren Leight Law & Order: Special Victims Unit, In Treatment, Lights Out
Brett C. Leonard Low Winter Sun, Taboo, Hung
Robert Levi American Experience
Stephen Levinson The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
David Levinson-Wilk Who Wants to Be a Millionaire
Kenneth Levis Frontline
David Lindsay-Abaire Rabbit Hole, Rise of the Guardian, The Family Fang
Ryan Lipscomb Bruise
Zoe Lister-Jones Lola Versus, Band Aid, Woman Up
Pamela Long Coat of Many Colors, Christmas of Many Colors, Second Noah
Billy Lopez Welcome to the Wayne
Kristy Lopez-Bernal The Detour
David Louckaa House at the End of the Street
Lisa Lutz The Deuce, Dare Me
Dan Lyons Silicon Valley
Eduardo Machado Hung, Magic City, Havana Quartet
Drew Magary Deadspin
Sofia Manfredi Patriot Act with Hasan Minhaj
Steven Manuel The Jensen Project, A Walk in Her Shoes, Who is Simon Miller?
Mike Maples Backrace, Miracle Run
Alex Marino The Daily Show with Trevor Noah, Who Is America?
Laura Marks BrainDead
Jay Martel Key & Peele, Teachers, Alternatino
Jonathan Mastro Viper Club
Jennifer Mayer Step Up: Revolution
Dan McCoy The Daily Show
Ian McCulloch Yellowstone, Chicago Fire
Julie McDaniell Mr. & Mrs. American Pie, QWERTY
Alison McDonald She’s Gotta Have It, Roots, Nurse Jackie
Bonnie McFarlane Anything Boys Can Do
Mark McLaren Berlin Noir
David McMahon The Central Park Five, Jackie Robinson
Sam Means Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt
Tanja Meding Homicide City
David Mettler One Bad Choice
Arthur Meyer The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
Risa Mickenberg Egg
Jo Miller Full Frontal with Samantha Bee
Henry Miller Silver or Lead
Jerry Minor Saturday Night Live, Cedric the Entertainer Presents, Crossballs
Robert Moresco *Crash, Million Dollar Baby, The Black Donnellys*  
Harry Moses *Guilty Until Proven Guilty, Where Were You?, Assault at West Point*  
Greg Mottola *The Daytrippers, Adventureland*  
John Mulholland *Cooper and Hemingway: The True Gen, Elmore Leonard: The Dickens of Detroit, Inside High Noon*  
Aparna Nancherla *Totally Biased with W. Kamau Bell, Late Night with Seth Meyers*  
Christine Nangle *Inside Amy Schumer, The President Show, The Break with Michelle Wolf*  
Chioke Nassor *Late Night with Seth Meyers*  
Allan Neuwirth *Call Me By Your Name, Space Racers, Change in the Air*  
Timothy Nye *Pilot for Amazon Studios*  
Ron Nyswaner *Philadelphia, Homeland, Ray Donovan*  
Kathleen O'Brien *The Daily Show*  
Katie O'Hanlon *Strangers*  
Brendan O'Hare *The Break with Michelle Wolf*  
Isaac Oliver *High Maintenance*  
Joseph Opio *The Daily Show with Trevor Noah*  
Hawk Otsby *Children of Men, Iron Man*  
Jaime Paglia *Eureka, The Flash*  
Owen Palmquist *NOVA*  
Zhubin Parang *The Daily Show with Trevor Noah*  
Jiehae Park *Runaways*  
Gwendolyn Parker *Without a Trace, Law & Order: Special Victims Unit, Windfall*  
Owen Parsons *The Daily Show, The Opposition with Jordan Klepper, Last Week Tonight with John Oliver*  
Nimesh Patel *Saturday Night Live, The Oscars*  
Josh Patten *Saturday Night Live*  
George Pelecanos *The Wire, The Deuce, The Pacific*  
Dan Perlman *Flatbush Misdemeanors*  
Asher Perlman *The Opposition with Jordan Klepper*  
Jeffrey Pfeiffer *Unforgettable*  
Arthur Phillips *Bloodline, Damages*  
John Pielmeier *Agnes of God, The Pillars of the Earth, The Memory Keeper’s Daughter*  
Jereky Pikser *Bulworth*  
Daniel Powell *Inside Amy Schumer, Ugly Americans, I Think You Should Leave*  
Robert Pulcini *American Splendor, Cinema Verite, Ten Thousand Saints*  
Franchesca Ramsey *The Nightly Show with Larry Wilmore, MTV Decoded*  
David Ramus *Ice Fall*  
Terri Randall *NOVA, Saving the Dead, Rise of the Robots, Pluto and Beyond*  
Michael Rauch *Instinct, Royal Pains, Love Monkey*  
Willie Reale *The Sinner, Billions, Blue Bloods*  
Meghana Reddy *AFL-CIO: Common Sense Economics*
William Reichel *Loot*
Jacquelyn Reingold *The Good Fight, Grace and Frankie, BrainDead*
Ruth Reiss *Whistleblower, Disappeared, History Detectives*
James Renner *The Man from Primrose Lane*
Mike Rezendes *Bridgewater*
David Riker *Dirty Wars*
Albertina Rizzo *The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon, Late Night With Jimmy Fallon*
Matt Roberts *Late Show with David Letterman*
Ashley Roberts *Explorer*
Celine Robinson *Law & Order: Special Victims Unit*
Jeff Roda *18 to Party*
David Rosen *The Hunt, Roadies, I Just Want My Pants Back*
Matthew Ross *Frank & Lola*
Jason Ross *The President Show, The Tonight Show with Jimmy Fallon, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart*
Michael Rossi *The Race Underground*
Julie Rottenberg *Sex and the City, Odd Mom Out, Smash*
Bernardo Ruiz *American Experience*
Douglas Rushkoff *Frontline*
Eben Russell *Alone Together*
Rick Russo *Empire Falls*
Ana Salceda *A Sloth Named Velcro, Mapping the Darien Gap*
Erica Saleh *Wisdom of the Crowd*
Melissa Salmons *Days of Our Lives*
Lucas Sand *Sweetbitter, Lip Sync Battle, Saturday Night Live*
Frank Santopadre *The View, The Mark Twain Prize for Carol Burnett, The TV Land Awards*
Ken Sanzel *Blunt Force Trauma, Kill Chain, Ironside*
Chris Sartinsky *The Onion News Network, Adult Swim*
Robin Sayers *The Simpsons*
Davita Scarlett *Queen Sugar, The Good Fight, Constantine*
James Schamus *Indignation*
Bill Scheft *Late Show with David Letterman*
Stephen Schiff *The Americans, Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps, Lolita*
Chris Schmidt *NOVA*
Bob Schneider *Normal Life, Monsters*
Mike Scollins *Late Night with Seth Meyers*
Andrew Secunda *The Goldbergs, Schooled, The Comedians*
Robert Seidman *Independent Lens*
Madhuri Shekar *The Nevers*
Naomi Sheridan *In America, Prodigy*
Christopher Shinn *Four*
Kate Sidley *The Late Show with Stephen Colbert*
Lori Silverbush *On the Outs, A Place at the Table*
Courtney Simon *One Life to Live*
David Simon *The Wire, The Deuce, Homicide: Life on the Street*
Robby Slowik *Joking Off*
Zach Smilovitz *Our Cartoon President, Triumph’s Election Specials, Late Show with David Letterman*
Scott Smith *A Simple Plan, The Ruins*
Llewellyn Smith *Poisoned Water, American Denial, Forgotten Genius*
Martin Smith *Frontline: Bitter Rivals, Frontline: Separated, Children at the Border, Frontline: Confronting ISIS*
Lauren Ashley Smith *The Rundown with Robin Thede*
Dwayne Smith *See Dick Run, Free Fall, Two Bedrooms*
Andrew Smith *Saturday Night Live, The View, Married with Children*
Kevin Snipes *Sex, Blood and Rock and Roll*
Ben Snyder *11:55, Sweet Velvet Grace*
Nick Snyder *The Purge*
Amy Sohn *Pagan*
Charlie Sohne *Truth Slash Fiction*
Alex Song *The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon*
Scott Spencer *Endless Love, Father Hood*
Shari Springer Berman *American Splendor, The Nanny Diaries*
Brian Stack *The Late Show with Stephen Colbert*
Jeffrey Stacy *Gospel Hill*
Mark Stanley *Three*
Jen Statsky *The Good Place, Broad City, Parks and Recreation*
Mason Steinberg *The Oscars, The Crazy Ones, Bring the Funny*
Olen Steinhauer *Berlin Station*
Alexandra Stewart *The Nightly Show with Larry Wilmore*
Jeffrey Stilson *The Last OG, Good Hair, Da Ali G Show*
Celia Straus *National Memorial Day Concert*
Barry Strugatz *Married to the Mob*
Susanna Styron *Borgia*
Kohl Sudduth *Bowfinger*
Patti Sullivan *Reading Rainbow*
Lakshmi Sundaram *Brooklyn 99*
NJ Sutton *Paid Off with Michael Torpey, Late Show with David Letterman*
Jonathan Szalay *This Giant Beast*
Brendan Fitzgibbons *Alternatino*
Ted Tally *The Silence of the Lambs, All the Pretty Horses, 12 Strong*
Melinda Taub *Full Frontal with Samantha Bee*
Chap Taylor  *Changing Lanes, The Blacklist*
Paul Taylor  *American Experience*
Marc Theobald  *The Last OG, Espy’s*
John Thibodeaux  *The Late Show with Stephen Colbert*
Cora Thomas  *HBO Mandela Film*
Janet Tobias  *No Place on Earth*
John Trowbridge  *Nickelodeon’s All That, Sketched, Franchesca & Show*
Justin Tyler  *The Opposition with Jordan Klepper*
Catherine Upin  *Frontline*
Amanda Vaill  *Jerome Robbins: Something to Dance About*
Seena Vali  *Last Week Tonight with John Oliver*
Jennifer Vanderbes  *Enigma*
Kirby Voss  *Love Me True*
Adam Wade  *The Human Comedy*
Kevin Wade  *Blue Bloods*
Thomas Wagner  *Find Lucy, Rod Serling: Submitted for Your Approval*
Veronica Wake  *The Vault*
Shannon Walker  *Vicky & Lysander*
Belinda Ward  *Sesame Street*
Donal Ward  *The Affair*
Tina Ward  *Anyone But Me, Overturned*
Eljon Wardally  *Docket 32357*
Michael Weber  *The Disaster Artist, 500 Days of Summer, The Fault in Our Stars*
Jeremy Weiner  *Late Show with David Letterman, The Nightly Show*
Justin Weinstein  *Being Elmo, An Honest Liar*
Matthew Weiss  *Niagra, Niagra*
Seth Weitberg  *The Opposition with Jordan Klepper*
Michael Weller  *Hair, Ragtime, Lost Angels*
Colleen Werthmann  *The Daily Show, The Nightly Show, Throwing Shade*
Sharr White  *The Affair, Sweetbitter*
Jeffrey Whitty  *Can You Ever Forgive Me?*
Adam Wiesen  *Tales*
Tracey Wigfield  *Great News, The Mindy Project, 30 Rock*
Angela Wilcox  *Kill Me*
Cody Wilkins  *The Rundown with Robin Thede*
Tod Williams  *The Door in the Floor*
Matt Williams  *Roseanne, Cosby Show, Home Improvement*
A. Zell Williams  *Law & Order: Special Victims Unit, American Soul, Next*
Beau Willimon  *House of Cards, The First, Ides of March*
Tracey Wilson  *The Americans, Fosse/Verdon, Do No Harm*
Michael Winship  This Week with Bill Moyers
Mike Wiser  Frontline
Brandon Wolf  Best Time Ever with Neil Patrick Harris
Peter Worthmann  Who Do You Love
Doug Wright  Quills
Chris Yakaitis  The Deuce
Brianna Yellen  Law & Order: Special Victims Unit
Andrew Yerkes  Hello World!, Bear in the Big Blue House, Book of Pooh
Rafael Yglesias  Fearless, Death and the Maiden, Les Miserables
Steve Young  Late Show with David Letterman, The Simpsons
Eric Young  Frontline
David Young  The Tonight Show, Carpool Karaoke, Crime After Crime
Eric Zaccar  On the Other Side
Jorge Zamacona  Oz, City on a Hill, Wanted
Moujan Zolfaghari  The Detour, Human Kind Of
Elisa Zuritsky  Sex and the City, Odd Mom Out, Divorce
Mark Zwonitzer  American Experience